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Combining Baker’s effective method with the reduction procedure of Baker and 
Davenport, we give an algorithm for the complete resolution of index form equa- 
tions corresponding to totally real cyclic biquadratic number fields. The solutions 
make it possible to construct all power integral bases of these fields. The method 
can be modified to be applicable also to other types of decomposable form 
equations. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a totally real biquadratic algebraic number field with integral 
basis 1, w2, w3, w4. Denote by 1(X,, X3, X4) the index form corresponding 
to the above integral basis. As we mentioned in [S], all power integral 
bases of K can be obtained from the solutions of the index form equation 
~(xz,x3,.xJ= fl (x2, x3 9 -x4 E a. (1) 
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In Part I of our paper we gave a fast algorithm to find “small” solutions 
of (1) (which are less than some millions in absolute value). Now we 
assume in addition that K is cyclic and we give a computational method for 
the complete resolution of (1). It will become clear from our reasoning, 
that the assumption on the Galois group of K is only technical (the pur- 
pose is to save computation time) and in principle our method can be used 
also for other types of decomposable form equations (to which Baker’s 
method is applicable). Our algorithm is based on the reduction method 
discovered by Baker and Davenport [I] and further developed by 
Ellison [a], Ellison et al. [3], Steiner [15], and Petho and Schulenberg 
[13]. Those authors applied the reduction method for the resolution of 
Thue equations. This is the first case when it is used to solve decomposable 
form equations in more than two variables. 
Using different arguments M. N. Gras [6, 71 and Nakahara [ 11, 121 
obtained important results for power integral bases of cyclic biquadratic 
number fields. Gras has decided for several examples whether or not there 
exists a power integral basis of the field. Moreover, if K is an imaginary 
cyclic biquadratic number field Gras [6] showed that K can have a power 
integral base only in two exceptional cases. Here we consider only totally 
real biquadratic number fields and our main goal is to find all possible 
power integral bases of the field. 
After introducing our notations in Section 2, we apply Baker’s method 
(Section 3) to Eq. (1). We prove that all solutions correspond to triples of 
exponents of unit power products, and the bounds for these exponents 
mean that there are no solutions corresponding to “large” exponents. A 
crucial point of our method is the reduction of the bounds (Section 4) 
applying a suitable version of the Baker-Davenport lemma. In Section 5 we 
show that only very few of the “medium range” triples need to be con- 
sidered. Section 6 gives an easy way to exclude almost all of the remaining 
“medium range” and “small” triples. Finally, in Section 7 we describe how 
to find the solutions corresponding to the “good” triples which passed the 
tests above. Sections 8, 9, 10 include some remarks on the computations 
and a table to illustrate our method. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 
Denote by D the discriminant of the totally real cyclic biquadratic num- 
ber field K. K being cyclic yields D = n2m3 (n, m E N, m square-free). Then 
K=Q(&), where p=a+bJ m with positive integers a, b such that 
a* - mb* = (n’)’ m, where 11’ is the square-free part of n. As we know from 
the paper of Pohst [14] (if Q(A) h as unique factorization then) K has 
an integral basis of the form { 1, w, II/, wll/ }, where 
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ifm 1 (mod4) 
otherwise 
and 
with some a, b, c, d E Z. 
In part I we showed that the index form equation (1) can be written as 
-$ J-J hj(x)= fl (XEZ3), (2) 
l<f<J<4 
where 
Z,(X) = (wCi)- w(j)) x, + (lpi)- l/b”‘) x3 + ((w$)(‘)- (w$)“‘) x4 
for 1 <i,j,<4, i#j. (Here y”‘(i= 1, 2, 3,4) denotes the ith conjugate of 
y E K). Since K is cyclic, the coefficients of lo(X) are also in Z,. By [S, (2)] 
we have 
fi= I(w(‘)- w(*y (II/“Ldl/(3’) ($‘2’-$(4))1. 
Ah by iI5, (311 ri3 = $“‘- i,V3’ divides the coefficients of Z,,(x), 
T24 = e(2)- 11/c4) d’ ‘d iv1 es f24(&). The corresponding quotients are linear 
forms having a coefficient 1 and thus are divisible only by units. Finally, 
Ii*(X), I,,($), 1,,(X), -1i4(X) are conjugate and their product is divisible 
by (w(I)- We since the index form on the left side of (2) has integral 
coefficients. So there must be an element r,2 in Z, with norm (w(l) - w(~))~ 
which divides the coefficients of I,,(X). (This element can be found, e.g., 
using the method of Fincke and Pohst [4].) Let r23, ~~~~ -7,4 be the 
conjugates of t12 over Q, then zii divides I,(X) (16 1 <j< 4) and taking 
l:(X) = Zri(X)/zii, from (2) we obtain 
n 1$(x)= fl inxfzZ3. (3) 
l<i<,<4 
3. APPLICATION OF BAKER'S METHOD 
Let us fix an arbitrary solution 5 E Z3 of (3) and consider the identity 
f,,(x) + f,,(x) - I,,(g) = 0. (4) 
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For simplicity let r, = t12, I:(X) = I&(X), r2 = Tz3. I,*(X) = I&(X), 
z3= -Tag, and Z,*(X)=IT3(X). Then by (4) we have 
T,lf($) + T,/:(s) + T3/:(&) = 0. (5) 
Denote by vi, q2, q3 a set of fundamental units of K. Since our field is 
totally real, the only roots of unity in K are f 1. From (3) we see that 
I:(X), I:(x), Z:(x) are units in K, i.e., 
withy,=&1 anda,,,a,,,a,,EZform=1,2,3. 
Let k E { 1,2, 3 } and {i, j, k } = { 1, 2, 3 1. k can be chosen arbitrarily, but 
its choice is of influence on several constants and thus on the amount of 
computation, hence it should be chosen appropriately. Set 
and multiply Eq. (5) with q to obtain 
(6) 
for some y,, yim E Z, m = 1, 2, 3. Let 
The cases Yi> Yi and Yj < Y, are considered separately using the same 
method. 
Assume that Y,> Yj. By an argument of Gyory [S] we derive an upper 
bound for Y,. Let 
For any conjugate s (1 <s d 4) we have 
i ,VimlOg (tjE)(=lOg jV”‘l. 
m=l 
Denote by J the index with 
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Let A=(u,,)ER~~~ with entries usm = log 1 r:’ ( . Then (7) has the form 
. 
A similar equation holds if we omit the Ith row of the matrix A (denote the 
resulting matrix by A,) and the Ith component of the vector on the right 
side (let b be the vector consisting of the other three components). Then 
implies (in view of (8)) that 
Y,6c, llog I @I I, (9) 
where cI is the row-norm of the matrix A;‘, that is the maximum of the 
sums of the absolute values of the elements of any row. Again, the omitted 
row 1 can be chosen to make c’ as small as possible. 
Because of IN(v)1 = 1, we have 
i log 1 v(” / = 0. (10) 
I= 1 
Our estimate (9) can be written as 
I log I ‘lJ) l l 3 yJC] 
which, together with (lo), implies that there exists an index s with 
log lv(s)l d - Yi/(3C,). (11) 
Since the further computations depend on the value of s, we have to 
consider s = 1,2, 3,4 separately. (Thus there are four subcases of Yi 2 Yj 
and Y, < Y,). 
For simplicity’s sake, we set cl instead of cP’ for any c1 E K in the sequel. 
From Eq. (6) we obtain 
(12) 
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Now put q4 = - (T, Y~)/(T~ yk). Then we have the estimate 
I Yjl log IV1 I +Y,21°g lvl2l +?‘;31°g 11131 +l”!S IS41 I 
= Ilog I~~1Qzyl;j3q4) I 
62 I If;“qpjpy/41 -11, (13) 
where the inequality holds because of ) log x ) d 2 (x - 1) which is vaiid for 
any real number x with Ix - 1 1 < 0.795. Put c2 = 2 ( Zi/?k). Using a trivial 
inequality, (12), the definition of v, (11) and Y,> Y, we can estimate the 
left-hand side of (13) from above by 
= c2 I v(‘)l 6 c2 exp( - Y,/(3c,)) 
< C2 exp( - Yj/(3C, )). (14) 
In view of our last estimate, inequality (13) is valid for 
c2 exp( - Y,/( 3c, )) < 2 * 0.795, 
i.e., for 
Y, > - 3c, log (2 * 0.795/c,) = LB(s, j). 
Let LB(j) = max, SsG4 LB(s, j). The values Y,~, yj2, yj3 satisfying 
Y,< LB(j) must be considered separately. Usually the value of LB(j) is 
small, not greater than 8 or 10 (the maximum in our examples was 12). 
From (13) and (14) we conclude 
L~IYj110~Iul~I+Yj210~Iii21+Y~~10~l’1~l+10~Ir?~Il 
G C2 exp( - Yj/(3C, )). (15) 
To obtain a lower bound for L we apply Baker’s method, more exactly, the 
following result of Waldschmidt [ 161 for linear forms in the logarithms of 
algebraic numbers. 
LEMMA 1 (Waldschmidt [16]). Let tllr . . . . ~1, be non-zero algebraic num- 
bers and let b,, b,, . . . . 6, be rational integers. Let D, = [Q(LI,, . . . . c(,) : Q], 
and suppose that CI, has minimal defining equation aOx“ + . . . + ad = 0, where 
(a 0, ..., ad) = 1. Define the measure of ai by 
M(4=aonmax(l, Ivl), 
I7 
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where o runs through all embeddings of Q(a;) into the complex numbers, and 
the absolute logarithmic height of ai by 
h(aJ = log (M(a,)YDo. 
Also, let V, = l/D, and V, >, max(h(aj), 1 log ajI/D,, V, .~ ,) for 1 <jd n. 
Finally, let E be any number satisfying 
l<E<min 
40, V, 
e@“, min ~ 
IG~C~ llog a,1 
and let VI? =max(Vi, 1) for j=n and n-l with V,f = 1 if n= 1. Zf 




W= C(n) D;1+’ VI ... V,, (log EDOk’,+_,) (log E)-“-I, 
H= max Ibil, C = log( ED, V,’ ) 
O<J<n 
C(l)d235, C(2) <253, C(3) <2”, C(n) <28n+5’n2n. 
We apply this lemma to the linear form L of (15) for n = 4. Denoting by 
W and C the above constants obtained in our case we obtain 
exp (- W(log Y, + C)) < L. (16) 
Comparing (15) and (16) we conclude 
exp(-W(log Y,+C))<c,exp(-Yj/(3cl)). 
If 0.00001 W > log(c,) (which is always satisfied since W is a large constant) 
then we obtain 
hence 
Y,l(3c,) < w  (log Y, + c + 0.ooo01), 
log Yj-log (3c,)<log W+log (log Yj+c+o.ooool). 
If this inequality is satisfied for Yj = A but not for Yj = B (where A < B) 
then Y,< B. We take for A and B powers of 10, or to obtain better 
estimates A = 10ki4, B = lock+ ‘)j4, and test the above inequality. The advan- 
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tage of this inequality is that only the logarithms of the large values Y, and 
W occur and thus we can test it using single precision arithmetics. The 
bounds obtained for Y, were always between 1O’4o’4 and 10’45’4. 
4. APPLICATION OF THE REDUCTION METHOD 
Let ii be the index with IlogIvli,jI=max,.,.,IlogII?,II, let i,,i, be 
the other two indices from {1,2,3}. Set 
e = 1% I Ylq I
’ 1% ISJ 
e = 1% I via I 
’ log IyliJ 
/)= -log If741 
log Irli, I . 
From (15) we obtain 
I .~iiz@, +.V;~3~,++Vji,-BI <AKp”, (17) 
where A = c2/l log I Qi, I I and K = exp( l/( 3c, )). (Again, an appropriate 
choice for i, makes A smaller which is useful in the sequel. Also, we remark 
that the constants c2, A, K and the suitable index i, are computed separately 
for each of the 8 subcases in order to obtain sharper bounds.) 
The following lemma makes it possible to reduce the original bound for 
Y, obtained from Waldschmidt’s theorem. It is a modified form of similar 
results used, e.g., by Baker and Davenport [l], Ellison [2], Ellison et al. 
[3], Steiner [lS], and Petho and Schulenberg [13] for the resolution of 
Thue equations. 
LEMMA 2. Let B, M be integers with B > M’ and let O,, 02, B be real 
numbers. If there exists an integer q with 
l<q<BM, (18) 
/I 40, I/ < 2 (BM) ~ ‘;2 (i= 1, 2), (19) 
II 48 II ’ 5B - “4 (20) 
then the inequality 
lb,O, +b,B2+b3-/?l <AKpH 
has no solutions in 6, , b,, b, E Z with 
(21) 
log W5i4M) < H < M 
log K ’ ’ ’ 
(22) 
where H=max(lb, (, I b,l, ) b,l) and [I./I denotes the distance from the 
nearest integer. 
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Proof of the Lemma. Let pi E Z with /I qOi/l = 148, -p, / and let 
wi=Bi-pi/q for i= 42. Assume that b,, hZ, ~,EZ is a solution of (21) 
with H 6 M. Then for i = 1,2 we obtain 




6 Ib,qw,+b,qw2+b, PI +~,P,+b,q-qflI 
=9 lb,(w,+P,lq)+b,(w,+P2/9)+~,-PI 
=q Ib,B,+h,0,+6,-/?I <(MB)AKpH 
hence 
H < log (FIB~‘~ M) 
log K 
which proves (22). 1 
To compute an integer q satisfying (19) we can make use of the LLL- 
reduction algorithm of Lenstra, Lenstra, and Lovasz [lo] to the columns 
of the matrix 
(23) 
with E = 2(MB) -“‘. By this algorithm we compute q E Z satisfying 
1) qt?; II < E = 2(MB) - ‘j2 (i= 1,2) 
and 
q < 23’2~ -’ = 23/2MB/4 = MB/,/‘? < MB. 
For this q Eq. (20) was also satisfied in all cases we considered. The reason 
is that q has no connection to p, so very likely it does not approximate /I 
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well. If the opposite case occurs one has to try the reduction procedure 
again with different values for M and B. 
In each of the 8 subcases we reduce the original bound obtained for H 
from Waldschmidt’s theorem in 4 or 5 subsequent steps, taking M to be the 
actual bound for H and B= M’ + 1. In the first reduction step we have 
M z 103’ and thus B “Y M’ z 107”, q z MB z 10105, E = 2/J%% 10 “. 
Therefore the product q9, contains about 105 digits before the decimal 
point, and about 53 digits 0 (or 9) after the decimal point. To decide 
whether (19) holds we have to examine the remaining digits. Hence, in each 
of the 8 subcases we have to compute the corresponding values of 8,) 8,, 
and fl with the accuracy of at least 170 digits. Of course considering the 
inequalities (19) and (20) one has also to take care of roundoff errors. 
After the first step, for further reductions of the bound it is sufficient to 
use 20 digit numbers to save computation time. To reduce the bounds as 
much as possible we used the following technique. We prescribe a very 
small E (say 10P3’), and start the U&reduction algorithm with the matrix 
(23). In each step we compute the actual value of q (that is the quotient 
of the third component of the first basis vector and 2 .-3/2~3) and we test 
whether there exists a suitable value B, corresponding to this q, which 
makes the reduction possible. Let 
T= ,‘ly.2 II @i II 1 s= 114811. 
Then in view of B> M2 and (18), (19), (20), B must lie in the interval 
12’ 
max (M’, q/M, (5/S)4)< Bcz T . 
0 
If this interval contains an integer, then taking the least integer B in it, we 
can reduce the bound M. We continue this process until the reduced bound 
does not become considerably smaller than the original one. After 4 or 5 
reduction steps the bound was usually about 100 (the maximal value we 
found was 129). In each case we have to consider only those possibilities 
for y,, , yj2, yj3, for which Y, is less than the reduced bound MO and (17) 
holds, or for which Y, Q LB(j) is satisfied. 
5. COMBINING ALL POSSIBLE CASES 
In each subcase we want to find those triples y,, , J;~, Y,~, for which one 
of the inequalities (17) (obtained for s = 1, 2, 3,4) and 
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are satisfied. For this purpose we subdivide the interval [0, M,) into inter- 
vals [za, zb) and for each subinterval we find the solutions y,,, yj2, yj3 of 
(17) with za < Yj< zb. (A suitable choice of the subintervals is [0, 5) 
[5, lo), [lo, 15), [15,20), [20, MO).) Ifyj,,yj2,y,, satisfy (17) then 
1 Yjizel+yjj,8,+?/ii,-BI <AK-‘<AK-‘” (24) 
that is 
-AK-‘“-.Vj~l@1 -yj;,%2 + B < yji, < AK-‘“-yj,,8, -yj,dz + /3. 
We let yji2 and yji, run through the interval ( -zb, zb) independently, and 
for each yjiz, yji3 we test if there are any potential integers for yji, in the 
above interval. If so, then we still examine if (17) and Yj > L&J’) holds and 
in case of a positive answer we store the triple. Considering the cases 
s = 1,2, 3,4 we gather all possible triples (in both cases Yi 3 Y, and 
Y, < Y,). Usually there are 2000 - 2500 possible triples. 
6. TESTING 
The last step in the computation is to test the possible cases for yjl, Y,~, 
yj3 found in the last step and those with Y,< LB(j). Returning to the 
original Eq. (6) we have 
whence 
L?(x) -= l/w 
Yk YjVP'92 V3 
vj2 Y,, 
or 
where 5 = y,/y, = f 1. Equation (25) is a homogeneous linear equation in 
x2, x3, x4. To obtain more equations either we can take conjugates, or 
(and this second possibility seemed to be better because of the exact 
values) we can compute the coordinates (a,, . . . . a,), (b,, . . . . b,), and 
(c,, . . . . cd) of the coefficients of x2, x3, and xq in the given integral basis. 
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Since the index form equation (3) is not satisfied for .x1=x3 = xq = 0, 
-x2, x3, x4 can be a solution only if the rank of the matrix 
t-26) 
is less than 3. If the rank is 3 for 5 = + 1 and also for 5 = - 1, then we 
can drop the triple y,, , yj2, Y,~. The possible triples were ordered 
lexicographically which made it possible to compute the actual value of the 
coordinates of the unit product quite fast from the coordinates of the 
preceding triple. The computation of the coordinates was performed using 
multiple precision arithmetics. Usually the coordinates had no more than 
5 digits, but in a few extremal cases they even had more than 50 digits. 
7. DETERMINING SOLUTIONS 
Finally we have to find the solutions x2, xj, ,yq corresponding to the 
exponents which passed the test above. 
Consider a possible triple y,,, yj2, yJ3 (the triples yi,, yi2, yi3 should be 
dealt with similarly). Equation (6) implies 
tlqvy))J.,I (v:“‘)“2(rlyrj3 f z(“) 
J k = 
t!S’ 
(s = 1, 2, 3, 4). (27) 
Denote the right-hand side by 1 tl”‘]. It can be computed from the 
exponents yjl, yj2, yjX; there are two possibilities for it according to signs. 
Taking logarithms in (27) we obtain the system of linear equations 
y,,log IV/‘;“1 +J’;zlog I?$‘1 +J’i310g Iv:“‘1 =log I@‘1 (28) 
for s = 1, 2, 3, 4 from which yi,, yi2, y, can be determined. Also, put 
ykl = yk2 = y,, = 0. Then from (6) we obtain 
‘1y,p1;121~13 + z2y2q;‘21qyqj’2) + z3y3’11’)“1~2il;33 = 0 
whence 
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put fnr=Ylm--Y2* for m = 1, 2, 3. In view of our notation this yields 
a’“= 112(z) = ZnY 12rl:‘vl:2ryt, 
d2’ = /23(s) = z23y23rf’, 
d3) = 1&), 
(29) 
d4’ = -114($), 
a’” + d2’ = l,,(,u) + 1&) = I&), 
a”’ + a”’ = 123(x) + 13‘$(-y) = I,,($) 
with some unit $ of K. From the first two equations we obtain 
In view of y&i2 = ) 1 there are two possibilities for L corresponding to t, , 
f2, t,. Equations (29) imply (by (2)) that 
u(l’u(2’u(3’uW(u (I’ + d2’)(d2) + u(3)) = * fi. (31) 
But 
d1’d2’d3)d4’= N(u) = N(Z,,(x)) = &N(T,,). 
Also, (30) implies 
a(3) = p~‘2 = u’l’~;“‘2’ 
that is 
@(I’+ u(29(u(2) + d3’) = (a + u%)(u% + u%%‘2’) 
= a?%( 1 + A)( 1 + P) 
which means that we can write (31) as 
N(T12)U21”(1 +J)(l +P’)= ifi, (32) 
where a is the only unknown remaining which can therefore be easily deter- 
mined. If we know the value of a, then (x2, x3, x4) is the integral solution 
of the system of linear equations 
~I&) = u 
1,,(z) = a% 
I,,($) = u%L’2’. 
(33) 
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We summarize: for any possible triple y,i, y,*, yjX we determine the corre- 
sponding values y,, , yz2,yi3 from (27) and (28). From tm=ylm-yrm 
(m = 1, 2, 3) we obtain A, and from (32) we calculate a. Finally, we solve 
the equation system (33). 
The number of occurring cases was less than 50 (in the two main cases 
Yj 2 Y, and Yj < Y, together) in every example we considered. The com- 
putations can be done with single precision because the “good” triples 
always have small components. For the sake of safety the solutions 
obtained from (33) were also substituted into the original Eq. (1). 
8. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 
The computer program was developed in Pascal and was executed on 
an IBM PC-AT compatible computer. The input data (discriminant, 
fundamental units) were computed by J. von Schmettow at Dusseldorf. 
The computation time of single precision data (cf. Sections 3 and 7) was 
only some seconds. The multiple precision algorithms used the classical 
methods in Knuth [9]. The calculation of the multiple precision data (0,, 
e2, fl in 8 subcases) took about 7 minutes. The first reduction step with 
170 digit long numbers requires about 15 minutes per case. The second and 
all further steps with 20 digit long numbers are negligible. It took again 
only some minutes to gather the possible triplets y,i , yi2, yJX (cf. Section 5). 
The other large amount of computation was the testing part of Section 6, 
because here we had to consider several thousands of cases. Usually it took 
about 1.5-2 hours. The last part (Section 7) required only some seconds. 
All together we needed approximately 3.554 hours of CPU time for one 
example. 
To obtain a reference for the corresponding running time on a moderately 
fast computer we executed the same LX-reduction algorithm (with 
170 digit long numbers) in Fortran on the Siemens 75808 of the University 
of Dusseldorf. The execution time was about 1.5 minutes (instead of 15) 
meaning that the running time decreases by a factor of 10 ~ ‘. 
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
1. If we want to find only the solutions with X= max( 1 x2 / , 1 x3 1, ( .Y~ I) 
less than, say 10 2oo, then we can eliminate the first reduction step and the 
multiple precision data must be calculated only with the accuracy of 20 
digits. This saves a considerable amount of computation time. Namely, for 
small X one can easily see that the exponents of the units in the product 
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of the linear forms are also small, and X-C lOzoo implies that Yi and Y, are 
less than 104. 
2. In our algorithm we did not use the special properties of index form 
equations (with the exception of Section 7 which can be replaced easily). If 
the number of fundamental units is different from 3 then one can formulate 
a suitable version of Lemma 2 (see, e.g., Petho and Schulenberg [.13]). The 
reason why we assumed that the field K is cyclic is just that otherwise we 
have to work in the smallest normal extension field of K which has more 
fundamental units in general. This would result in much more computation 
time, first because of the LLL-reduction algorithm in higher dimensions, 
and secondly because of the many cases to be considered in the testing part. 
3. It turned out in all cases we considered (the situation is similar also 
for the Thue equations which were completely solved up to now) that these 
equations have no “large” solutions. So practically all solutions can be 
found using the fast method of Part I [S], but a proof that no other solu- 
tions exist can be obtained only by applying the reduction method. 
10. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
In the table below we present some examples illustrating the application 
of our method. For every example we give the discriminant D of the field, 
the value of p (the square root of which generates the field), the values of 
w  and $, and finally all solutions (x2, x3, x4) of the index form equation (1) 
(corresponding to the integral basis (1, W, @, wtj) of the field). Of course, 
if (x2,x3, x4) is a solution of (l), then so is (-x2, -x3, -x4), but we 
include only one of these triples in the table. The sign (* ) after the remark 
“no solutions” means that the equation in question has no solutions, but 
this fact can be shown also by using the fast method of Part I [S]. 
D= 1125 ,=15+6& w=(l+&2, li/=u+Jw 
(-9, -13,8), (66,1,2), (-4, -1, -21, (-2, -3,2), 
t-1, -2, 1) ,(-1, -LO), t-1, -1, I), (-1, LO), 
l-1, 13, -81, (0, -3,213 (0, -2, l), (0, -1, 1) 
D=2000 p=5+2& w=(l+&/2, *=& 
t-2, -5,3)> t--2,0, -11, t-2,0, 11, l-2,5, -31, 
t-1, -3,2L c-1, -LO), C-1, LO), t-1,3, -2), 
(0, -2, I), (0, -1, 1) 
D=2048 p=22+, w=Ji, *=A 
t-1, -LO), f-1, -1, 11, (-1, 1, -11, (-1, LO), 




D = 15125 
D= 18432 
D=45125 
D = 51200 
D = 66125 
D=72000 
D = 120125 
D = 190125 
GAAL, PETH6, AND POHST 
p=35+ 14& w=(l+&)/2, ti=(l +&,I2 
(-1, -2, 11, (-1, -1, I), (0, -2, 11, (0, -1, 1) 
p= 10+4,:3, w=(l +J5)/2, *=A 
No solutions ( * ) 
,u=55+22$, w=(l+$)/2, $=(l+Jw 
t-1, -2, l), t-1, -1, l), (0, -2, I), (0, -1, 1) 
p=6+3$, w=$, Ilr=,:;; 
No solutions 
p=95+38$, w=(1+&2, $=(I +42/2 
No solutions ( * ) 
,=10+58, H-8, I)=& 
No solutions (* ) 
p=115+46& w=(l+Jj)/2, $=(I +Jm 
No solutions ( * ) 
,=15+3$, w=(l+Js)/2, *=Ji 
No solutions ( * ) 
p=85+22& w=(l +Jj)/Z, Il,=J;; 
No solutions ( * ) 
p= 195+78&, w= (1 +JJ)/2, i=(l+J;;)P 
No solutions (* ) 
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